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‘ANUBHUTI’ - ‘Camp’ days back again at DPS Bokaro
LIFE SKILLS PROGRAMME: Students experience one night life at a camp; Adventure, Sports & Other astronomy activities like Sky
Watching thrill the students

The Adventure & Sports Camp is back again at DPS Bokaro. The camp, Anubhuti - an experience with a difference provided an „outside
classroom‟ opportunity for the students to explore new challenges and learn life skills. Around 391 students of classes IV to VIII of DPS,
Bokaro participated in the In- House programme.
Students participated enthusiastically throughout the day with full vigour. The instructors under the guidance of Sumit Kr. Tiwari of Vertex,
New Delhi explained the students about the different events of the camp. The activities which were conducted during the camp were Wall
Climbing, Rappelling, Flying Fox, Rope Ladder, Net Crawling, Rope Climbing and Double Rope Balancing. There were team building
activities as well which included Treasure Hunt, Tent Pitching etc. There was a magic show as well which was followed by dinner.
Some of the major highlights of the camp were Sky Watching at Night, Handling of Telescope and Infotainment activities like Quiz on
Universe, Planets and their Moons. All the students were given participation certificate for this unique camp.
Dr. Hemlata. S. Mohan, Director and Principal of DPS, Bokaro said that this unique programme of the school continues to provide students
the stimulating combination of celestial science activities, adventure and a fun-filled day with fellow students.
She said, “At camps, every moment is an accomplishment and hence is a real boost to the students. It provides a non-competing
environment in which students rediscover their creative potential & develop „who they are‟ and „what they can‟. They experience success
from close corners and become more confident, self-reliant, & independent. These are the lifelong skills which they can use for the rest of
their lives. Further, adventure sports also help maintain the physical mental balance of the students.”
She further said that the school is always keen in organizing such educative and entertaining camps to expose students to life skills.

